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Abstract

The melting line of cobalt has been investigated both experimentally, us-
ing synchrotron X-ray diffraction coupled with laser-heated diamond anvil
cells, and theoretically, using ab initio simulations. Over the investigated
pressure and temperature range - between 30 and 100 GPa and from am-
bient temperature up to 4000 K - the hexagonal close-packed structure,
stable at ambient conditions, is replaced at high temperature by the face-
centred cubic structure, observed stable till melting. The melting temper-
atures obtained by the two methods are in remarkable agreement and the
melting line can be well described by a Simon-Glatzel equation of the form
Tm=1768(K)(P(GPa)/35.62+1)0.64. Finally, from the obtained results it was
possible to determine a thermal equation of state for the cubic face-centred
phase of Co.
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1. Introduction

Transition metals are characterized by a partially filled d-band and the
consequent de-localization of their d-orbitals. This produces a strong metallic
bonding responsible for a series of very interesting properties observed both
in the pure transition metals and in their alloys. In particular, they are gener-
ally characterized by a high resistance to corrosion and wear, a good ductility
and high yield strength, paramagnetism as well as high melting points and
molar enthalpies of fusion. Concerning chemical reactivity, they can easily
form alloys and metallic glasses. Due to all these properties, the technolog-
ical applications and the economic importance of these elements, and their
alloys, is immense (1; 2; 3; 4). As such, transition metals are among the most
intensively studied family of elements, and in the past decades a big effort
has been devoted to map and interpret systematic trends in their properties.
Important examples include: the parabolic dependence of cohesive energy
and bulk modulus on d-band filling (5), the sequence of most stable crystal
structures associated with increasing band filling at ambient pressure (6),
the pressure-induced increase of the d-band width going roughly as the fifth
inverse power of the atomic volume (7) and the consequent pressure-induced
suppression of ferromagnetism (8).
From a purely physical point of view, several studies have focused their at-
tention to predict and understand the phase diagram of transition metals,
shedding lights on the role of the pressure (P )-temperature (T )-induced filling
of the d-shells into the observed structural and magnetic phase transitions.
Several studies tried to unveil the thermodynamics and the microscopic pro-
cesses of melting under pressure, given rise to many controversies among the
different experimental and theoretical studies (9; 10; 11; 12).
Moreover, the study of transition metals under high pressure (HP ) and high
temperature (HT ) is extremely relevant in geophysics and planetary sci-
ence, as iron is the main constituent of terrestrial planetary cores (13). In
particular, the characterization of the phase diagram and melting lines of
iron (14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19), iron-alloys (20; 21) and transition metals more
in general (10; 22; 23) is of fundamental importance for understanding the
composition, structure and dynamics of planetary cores (13; 24; 25; 26).

Among the transition metals, cobalt (Co), which is adjacent to iron (Fe)
in the periodic table, has been suggested as analogue to iron when address-
ing Earth’s core elastic anisotropy (27; 28). Furthermore, understanding the
HP -HT -induced structural behavior of Co, can also shed light on the phase
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Figure 1: 2D XRD signal collected on the image plate of the Pilatus 2M detector showing
snapshots of the T -induced textural evolution of the sample and the insulating material
during a heating ramp performed around 57 GPa at 300 K, 1950 K, 2627 K, 3262 K, and
3398 K.

diagram of Fe in general. This includes the stability field of the γ phase of Fe
with respect to the ϵ one and, the existence of cubic Fe-alloys under Earth’s
inner-core conditions (29; 30; 31). Therefore, several studies have focused
their attention in characterizing Co structure, magnetism and elastic prop-
erties under extreme conditions (32; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42).
At ambient conditions, cobalt is ferromagnetic and presents a hexagonal
close-packed (hcp) structure. Upon compression, Co transforms to a face-
centred cubic (fcc) phase in a P range between 70 and 150 GPa. This phase
transition and the possible coexistence region of the two phases, has been
shown to be strongly affected by the hydrostatic conditions of the experi-
ments (30; 43). There is no measurable change of volume at the hcp-fcc
transition but thereafter, the slope of the compression curve is reduced, in-
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dicating a net increase of its elastic stiffness as a function of P (33).
A structurally similar phase transition is observed when increasing T up
to 700 K at ambient P and this boundary has been measured to P above
70 GPa (44; 30). Within the fcc stability field, there is a T -induced-second-
order phase transition from a ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic configuration.
The thermal equation of state (EoS) of the fcc-Co was measured in a recent
work by Armentout and Kavner (41) up to 57 GPa and 2400 K using a com-
bination of laser-heated diamond anvil cell (LH-DAC) and X-ray diffraction
(XRD).
As for other transition metals (e.g. Fe, Ta, Ni, etc..), the melting curve of
Co reported in literature presents several discrepancies between the various
studies. Early experiments performed by both Errandonea et al. (10) and
Lazor (45) in LH-DAC, using the direct observation of movements on the
sample surface as melting criterion (speckle technique), resulted in melting
curves that differ by 400 K at 60 GPa. A more recent experiment was per-
formed by Wang et al. (46), but only up to 12 GPa, in a high volume cubic
press using as melting criterion both the plateaus in the T vs. laser power
dependence and ex situ scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis of the
texture of the recovered sample. When extrapolated to higher P , the ob-
tained results seem to be more in agreement with the melting line reported
by Lazor (45). In contrast, previous resistivity measurements performed by
Ezenwa and Secco (47) are more in line with the results obtained by Erran-
donea et al.(10). Noteworthy, in situ investigation by synchrotron techniques
have not been performed yet.

From a computational point of view, the melting line of Co was calculated
by Zhang et al. (29) using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with the
two embedded atoms method (EAM) potentials. However, the melting line
obtained with these simulations plots significantly higher than the experi-
mental determinations.

Since the early melting experiment of Errandonea et al. (10), LH-DAC
technology has considerably progressed, as in situ melting diagnostics. In
particular, LH-DAC combined with synchrotron XRD, it has now become a
challenging but routinely used technique for in situ characterizations of phase
diagrams and melting lines of samples at P up to 3 Mbar and T in excess of
5000 K (48; 49). Indeed, it allows reliable analysis of the P -T -induced chem-
ical, textural and structural evolution of both the sample and the insulating
material, to be performed in a relatively short time (few seconds) compatible
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with confinement of liquid within the experimental chamber. In addition,
XRD technique provides an objective melting criterion, i.e. the appearance
of a diffuse signal in the diffraction pattern due to the scattering from the
liquid sample (unlike crystalline materials, liquids and amorphous materials
do not have a long range order, resulting in the absence of relatively sharp
diffraction peaks, replaced by a diffuse signal). Thanks to the advances in
this technique (metrology included) several discrepancies previously observed
on the melting curves of other transition metals have been solved (50).
For these reasons, we decided to study the phase diagram and melting curve
of Co both experimentally, using LH-DAC combined with XRD, and theo-
retically, using ab initio calculations based on the density functional theory
(DFT).

2. Methods

2.1. Experiments

Three membrane DACs with culet sizes ranging from 300 µm down to
150 µm were equipped with pre-indented and laser-drilled rhenium gaskets.
The sample was cut from a 4 µm thick 99.95 % Co policrystalline deposition
prepared by Eric Monsifrot from the SARL DEPHIS in Etupes (FR). The ob-
tained samples were sandwiched between two KCl disks previously-prepared
by fs laser micro-machining and loaded in the high pressure chamber of the
DAC. The KCl disks were used as insulating material as well as pressure
transmitting medium (PTM) and gauge. In order to minimize any chemical
reaction, the KCl disks were oven dried at 150 ◦C (above the KCl dehydra-
tion T ) for four hours before being used for the loading. For the same reason,
the loaded cells were placed (slightly opened), back in the oven while waiting
to be used on the beamline.
The experiment was performed at the extreme conditions beamline I15 at
Diamond Light Source (51). The beamline’s polychromatic beam was tuned
to 29.5 keV and focused down to 9×6 µm (Full Width at Half Maximum
-FWHM) using two pairs of KB-mirrors. A Si Pilatus 2M detector was used
to rapidly collect diffraction data from the sample while keeping a good
signal-to-noise ratio. The sample-to-detector distance was determined from
the diffraction rings of a CeO2 standard using the calibration routine of the
DIOPTAS software suite (52).
TheHP -HT experiment was performed using the laser-heating system mounted
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on the beamline and following the procedure described in Anzellini and Boc-
cato (48). Before each heating ramp, the sample was brought to the target
P evaluated according to the KCl equation of state following the calibration
of Dewaele et al. (53). Two 100 W Nd:YAG lasers were used to heat the
sample from each side minimizing the axial thermal gradients. Both lasers
were individually focused on the sample until clear hot spots of similar tem-
peratures were obtained. The lasers were then intentionally unfocused and
spatially coupled in order to maximize the surface at constant T on both sam-
ple sides (∼ 40 µm in diameter, much larger than the X-ray beam size). T
was measured from each side simultaneously via spectral radiometry (Planck
fitting in the range between 450 nm and 950 nm) and the final T was as-
sumed as the average of the two determinations. The maximum difference
in T measured on the two sides of the sample and the standard deviation
of the histograms obtained from their two-colours pyrometry (Benedetti and
Loubeyre (54)) was used as the error in the measurement. The correspond-
ing thermal P was obtained from the thermal EoS of Dewaele et al. (53)
under the assumption that both Co and KCl were experiencing the same T .
Considering the present sample geometry and the corresponding axial ther-
mal gradient, the maximum error in P was calculated as half the difference
between the pressure obtained from the KCl at the measured T (surface of
contact with the Co) and the one from the KCl at ambient T (when in con-
tact with the diamond). Before and after each heating ramp, the alignment
between the X-rays, the lasers and the T reading spot was checked following
the procedure described in Anzellini et al. (51).

The heating ramps were performed in “trigger mode”: both lasers were set
to a target power; after 0.3 s a diffraction pattern and a T measurement were
simultaneously collected; 0.3 s after the XRD collection, the power of both
lasers was set back to zero. This procedure, while assuring T stabilization and
sample equilibration, allowed us to minimize the interaction time between the
laser and the sample, so reducing the risk of possible chemical reactions, and
to perform any adjustment in the optics when needed. During each heating
ramp, the lasers powers were increased until a diffuse signal was detected in
the diffraction pattern or it was not possible to further increase T (changes
in the insulating conditions of the sample). Several heating ramps were
performed on the same samples at different P–T conditions, each time on
a different region, and suitability of the measurements (unreacted sample,
good ratio in the sample vs. KCl signal etc.) were assessed by collecting
XRD patterns before the actual ramp.
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During the data analysis, great care was taken to investigate the different
aspects of the experiment. The reliability of T measurements was double
checked following the procedure described in Benedetti and Loubeyre (54).
An accurate analysis of the diffraction patterns was performed to detect the
onset of melting and to obtain structural and textural information about the
sample and the insulating material. Masks were applied on a per-image basis
and the images azimuthally integrated using the DIOPTAS suite (52). Both
Co and KCl data were treated as powder data and a Pawley analysis was
performed with the TOPAS suite (55) using previously reported parameters
as starting values. Finally, the outcome of the analysis of the in situ XRD
measurements were associated to the corresponding T , so to obtain a precise
structural evolution of the sample as a function of P and T .

2.2. Calculations

Theoretical calculations were performed based on a DFT approach, with
the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) (56) implementation and the general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange-correlation energy, in the
form known as Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) (57). For these calculations
the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) was used. GGA was pre-
ferred to local density approximation (LDA), because, in spite of the case
of hcp-Co, where LDA calculations yields to single crystalline elastic moduli
in closer agreement with experimental results than GGA calculations (27),
GGA well account for the compressibility curve (37). Furthermore, it is
known that LDA does not accurately describe the properties of other 3d
transition metals e.g. chromium for which its predictions are in drastic dis-
agreement with experiment (58; 59), and iron for which it produces a wrong
ground state (60; 61; 62; 63). LDA also fails in assessing the strength of
the magnetovolume effect. On the other hand, GGA correctly predicts the
structural and magnetic phase diagrams (64).

Co was modeled using the core-valence representation [12Mg]3p63d74s2,
i.e., the 15 outermost electrons were assigned to the valence. The valence
electrons were represented with a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy of
340 eV, while the core electrons were represented by PAW pseudopotential.
The present ab initio Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD) simulations of
the melting curves of both the non magnetic (NM) fcc-Co and the para-
magnetic (PM) fcc-Co were carried out using the Z method implemented
within VASP (65). The simulations were carried out with a single Γ-point;
with such a large supercell, full energy convergence, to ∼ 10 meV/atom was
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achieved in every case considered, which is equivalent to an error of ∼ 100 K
in the value of the melting temperature (Tm), within the accuracy of the Z
method itself.

For the calculations on PM fcc-Co, the GGA+U scheme with spin-orbit
coupling developed for the calculation of the properties of paramagnetic ma-
terials (66) was applied. Specifically, the Dudarev approach (67), in which
only the difference U -J is meaningful rather than the values of the two pa-
rameters separately, was used. An U -J=5.0 eV was chosen following Aryase-
tiawan et al. (68). Note that the melting curve of PM fcc-Co does not
seem to depend on the choice of the numerical value of U -J . Several melt-
ing points of PM fcc-Co were calculated using U -J in the 2.5-7.5 eV range.
Although the corresponding values of P and T are slightly different from
those of PM fcc-Co with U -J=5.0 eV having the same densities, all of the
computed melting points lie on the melting curve of PM fcc-Co with U -
J=5.0 eV. Thus, the melting curve of PM fcc-Co is essentially unique. Note
that U -J=0 corresponds to the case of NM fcc-Co; even in this case the two
melting curves are virtually identical in a very wide P range; their difference
starts manifesting itself at ρ ∼ 14.5 g/cm3 (a pressure of ∼ 500 GPa) and
Tm ∼ 9000 K.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phase diagram

Ten HT ramps were performed at selected P following the procedure
described in the method section. The data were collected in a P -T range
between 15 GPa and 98 GPa and from ambient T up to 4200 K. In this
investigated range it was possible to index Co hcp and fcc solid phases and
the B2 phase of KCl (used as PTM and standard). Only the ramp performed
around 40 GPa showed some formation of CoO(69) above 2600 K, therefore
the data obtained in this run above this T were discarded. The analysis
of XRD patterns also excludes the formation of cobalt carbide and dicobalt
carbide (70), thus if any reaction occurred, the amount of unwanted phases
is below the detection limits of the XRD technique.

An overall similar T -induced textural evolution was observed in each of
the performed ramps (Fig. 1). At ambient T (Fig. 1a) Co shows a fcc−hcp
coexistence1, with both phases presenting the texture of a highly oriented

1The observed fcc-hcp coexistence is a consequence of the alignment of the two lasers
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powder. Conversely, KCl in the B2 phase shows a nice powder signal. Upon
T increase, the signal from the KCl PTM does not change considerably. On
the other hand, it is possible to follow the progressive grain growth of Co,
starting right after its complete transformation to the fcc structure as evi-
denced by the evolution from a powder-like (characterized by the presence
of rings) to a single-crystal-like (spots) XRD pattern. Similarly to the case
of other transition metals (14; 22; 71), above a certain T it was possible to
observe the phenomenon referred to as ”fast re-crystallization” i.e. for each
measurement, single crystal spots belonging to the same crystallographic
planes, disappear and appear at different azimuthal angles on the image
plate (Fig.1d and Fig.1e) due to grain growth and re-orientation. Finally,
under further T -increase, in eight of the performed ramps, it was possible
to observe the appearance of a diffuse halo, characteristic of a liquid sample
(Fig.2a). The coexistence of liquid and solid phases for a single component
system is a direct consequence of the presence of thermal gradients. Specifi-
cally, axial thermal gradients lead to XRD patterns simultaneously showing
the liquid signal from the hotter portion of the sample at the surfaces and
solid signal from the colder inner-most part of the sample. With further in-
crease of T above melting, the relative intensity of the diffuse signal vs. the
solid diffraction peaks increases as inner parts of the sample melt.

Changes in T vs. laser power plot, such as T plateau or sudden drops are
often used as additional melting criterion. However, similar to the results ob-
tained for Fe with an identical technique (14), only few of the experimental
ramps of the present experiment evidenced such a behavior in the T evo-
lution. On the other hand, as shown in Fig.2b, it was possible to observe
a plateau in the volumetric thermal expansion of fcc-Co at T correspond-
ing to the estimated melting. Such phenomenon, arising from the inevitable
thermal gradient within the sample can be interpreted as an additional con-
firmation of its melting. Indeed, fcc-Co volume expands with increasing T
as commonly expected for solids up to a threshold value, corresponding to
melting. The solid signal observed at higher temperatures is coming from
un-melted portions of the samples that, due to thermal gradients, are still
below melting T , with a volume effectively pinned at that of the hottest solid

on the opposite surfaces of the samples and the successive rapid quench performed before
the beginning of the actual heating ramp
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before melting (72).
Due to the observed thermal gradients and the sensitivity of the XRD

technique to the signal from liquid sample, the melting T was assumed as
the average between the T of the last pattern corresponding to a completely
solid sample and the first one showing diffuse scattering from a liquid.

The Co phase diagram constructed on the basis of the present experi-
ments is reported in Fig.3 and compared with results from our calculations
and from literature. The ambient T data are those obtained before each
heating ramps and do not necessarily represent the thermodynamic equilib-
rium (as some point are obtained from cold compression and others from the
sample quenched from HT ). We note however that the observed fcc-hcp
transition pressure at 300 K is in agreement with those obtained from non-
hydrostatic compression (73), and lower than what expected on the basis of
quasi-hydrostatic data (30; 37). We also note a good agreement between the
HP -HT stability of the fcc phase observed in this study and the fcc-hcp
phase boundary reported in previous studies(30). However, because of the
minimal temperatures that can be generated and measured in LH-DAC ex-
periments it was only possible to obtain an in situ characterization of the
HP -HT fcc-hcp phase boundary of Co for the ramp around 47 GPa.

The melting curve established on the basis of the here-obtained melting
points can be well described by a Simon-Glatzel equation with the following
parameters:

Tm = 1768.15(K)(P (GPa)/35.62 + 1)0.64 (1)

Extrapolation of the present experimental melting curve to lower pres-
sure, down to ambient P is in remarkable agreement with the data recently
obtained in large volume press by Wang et al. (46). On the contrary, the
present melting curve is higher than early determination by direct observa-
tion of movement on the sample surface(45; 10). In particular, at 60 GPa
the differences are of the order of 800 K and 400 K with respect to the
melting line of Errandonea (10) and Lazor (45), respectively. A discrep-
ancy between the melting line obtained using these two different melting
criterion is not surprising as, with only few exceptions (74; 75; 71), simi-
lar situations were observed in most of the melting studies reported in the
literature (14; 22; 76; 11; 77). However, it is interesting to note that the
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melting line reported by Errandonea (10) corresponds to the onset of fast re-
crystallization (Fig.3) as already the case for Fe, for which the melting curve
determined by the speckle method(15) plots very close to the onset of fast
crystallization (14). Such a correlation is not accidental, and is likely inher-
ent to technical aspects of the LH-DAC and speckle techniques. In fact, grain
reorientation and grain growth can facilitate grain migration under thermal
gradients, which can be perceived by the speckle technique as movements on
the sample surfaces and mis-interpreted as formation of liquid. On the other
hand, it is more difficult to explain the discrepancy observed with respect
to the data obtained by Lazor (45) that have been obtained using the same
speckle technique as in Errandonea (10). Possibly these differences should
be ascribed to differences in the adopted P -T metrology.

Concerning the comparison with calculations, our experimental and com-
putational results are in good agreement. Computed melting curve is also
in good agreement with the results of Zhang et al. (29) obtained using MD
with a Zhou´s potential, whereas it is much lower than the one obtained by
the same group using MD with a Pun potential (29), with a difference as
large as 1900 K at 100 GPa.

3.2. Thermal equation of state

Fig. 4 shows the volumes measured for fcc-Co at HP -HT and the result-
ing compression curves along different isotherms. Starting from the presented
data it was possible to establish the P -V -T equation of state (EoS) for fcc-Co
using the EOSfit software suite (78). According to the formalism described
in Angel et al. (78) P at HT can be described as the sum of P at a reference
T condition (typically 300 K) and the thermal P with increasing T evaluated
along isochors, and hence it can be expressed as:

P (V, T ) = P (V, 300K) + PTh(T ) (2)

where the P (V , 300 K) is the isothermal EoS of the material at ambient
T and PTh(T ) the thermal pressure. In the present work, P (V , 300 K) was
calculated from the data reported by Armentrout and Kavner (41), while
(PTh) was modelled fallowing Holland and Powell:

PTh(T ) = α0K0
ΘE

ζ0
(

1

exp(ΘE/T )− 1
− 1

exp(ΘE/300)− 1
) (3)
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Table 1: The eight ab initio melting points of PM fcc-Co, (Pm, Tm ± ∆Tm), obtained
from the Z method implemented with VASP.

lattice constant (Å) density (g/cm3) Pm (GPa) Tm (K) ∆Tm (K)
3.6 8.3901 4.96 1900 125.0
3.4 9.9595 60.5 3270 125.0
3.3 10.893 99.9 4150 250.0
3.2 11.946 183.4 5430 250.0
3.1 13.140 290.6 6850 250.0
3.0 14.498 448.4 8570 375.0
2.9 16.050 681.7 10610 375.0
2.8 17.832 1030 13040 500.0

Where ΘE is the Einstein T of the material (299 K for Co), K0 is the bulk
modulus obtained from the isothermal EoS at ambient T , α0 is the thermal
expansion coefficient at 300 K and ζ0 is expressed as:

ζ0 =
(ΘE/300)

2exp(ΘE/300)

(exp(ΘE/300)− 1)2
(4)

As shown in Fig.4 data grouped considering T ranges of ± 100 K are
well described by a 3rd order Birch-Murnaghan EoS at ambient T and a
thermal pressure modelled according Holland and Powell expression with

the following parameters: V0=44.88(5) Å
3
; K0=194(2) GPa; KI

0=3.75(3)
and α0=2.897(8)×10−5 K−1.

3.3. Calculations

The results of the present QMD melting simulations obtained using VASP
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 and compared to experimental results and
work in literature in Fig. 3. The errors in the obtained melting points (Tm)
are half of the increment of the initial T for a series of computer runs at the
corresponding density (65). Increment of 250 K were chosen for the first two
points, and increased at higher pressures (500 K for the 3rd, 4th and 5th
pressure point, 750 K for the 6th and 7th pressure point, and 1000 K for the
last (8th) pressure point. The corresponding Tm errors are listed in the two
tables as ∆Tm. The errors in melting P (Pm) are negligibly small, of order
1-2 GPa for each case.

The best fits to the corresponding six data points to a Simon-Glatzel
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Table 2: The eight ab initio melting points of NM fcc-Co, (Pm, Tm ± ∆Tm), obtained
from the Z method implemented with VASP.

lattice constant (Å) density (g/cm3) Pm (GPa) Tm (K) ∆Tm (K)
3.6 8.3901 5.60 1970 125.0
3.4 9.9595 60.6 3450 125.0
3.3 10.893 100.0 4250 250.0
3.2 11.946 184.2 5650 250.0
3.1 13.140 294.9 7170 250.0
3.0 14.498 460.8 9050 375.0
2.9 16.050 710.3 11400 375.0
2.8 17.832 1088 14380 500.0

equation provide, respectively for paramagnetic and non magnetic calcula-
tions, the following melting curves:

TPM fcc−Co
m (P ) = 1768

(
1 +

P

25.9

)0.54

, (5)

and

TNMfcc−Co
m (P ) = 1768

(
1 +

P

26.4

)0.56

. (6)

Data are very little dispersed, with fits yielding to χ2 of ≈ 1.5 if Tm at
ambient P is fixed to the experimentally determined value of 1768 K. Oth-
erwise χ2 values are around 1, if Tm at ambient P is left as a free parameter.
In this latter case best fit values for Tm are 1762.4 K for PM fcc-Co and
1768.1 K for NM fcc-Co, this second in closer agreement with experiments
at ambient pressure.

The initial slopes (dTm(P )/dP |P=0) of the two melting curves are 36.9 K/GPa
(PM) and 37.5 K/GPa (NM). Either value is consistent with (37.1±1.1) K/GPa
given by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation dTm/dP = Tm ∆Vm/∆Hm, where
∆Vm and ∆Hm are the volume and enthalpy changes at melt, respectively,
with the literature values of ∆Vm = 0.35 cm3/mole and ∆Hm = 16.7 ±
0.5 kJ/mole. The present experimental and simulated Simon-Glatzel melt-
ing curves (represented in Fig. 3 with blue, cyan and pink continuous lines,
respectively) are in mutual agreement. A closer look indicates that melting
of the simulated PM phase of Co is in sightly better agreement with ex-
perimental determination up to about 110 GPa, while, at higher pressures,
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NM calculations yields to a better agreement with the extrapolation of the
measured melting curve.

4. Conclusions

The P–T phase diagram of cobalt was determined up to 100 GPa and
4000 K by LH-DAC and synchrotron-based XRD measurements. QMD sim-
ulation for both non magnetic and paramagnetic phases of fcc-Co were also
performed up to 1 TPa and 14000 K to characterize its melting curve. The
agreement between the experiment and the calculation is excellent in the P -T
range experimentally explored, with the computed melting for the paramag-
netic phase in slightly better agreement with the experimental data. Unit-cell
volumes of the fcc phase measured at high pressures and high temperatures
were used to obtain the thermal equation of state of fcc-Co. Data can be
well fit by a combination of a 3rd order Birch-Murnaghan EoS describing the
P − V compression curve at ambient T with a Holland and Powell expres-
sion for the thermal pressure with the following parameters: V0=44.88(5)

Å
3
; K0=194(2) GPa; KI

0=3.75(3) and α0=2.897(8)×10−5 K−1. Finally, the
value of 37.5 K/GPa of the slope of Co melting line at 0 GPa obtained from
the calculations performed for NM-fcc Co can be compare to the values re-
ported for Fe (30.5 K/GPa, (14)) and Ni (38 K/GPa, (22)). Although, we
note an increase in the values of the melting slope as a function of the d
electron occupation, this increase is relatively small and can be considered
within the experimental error. Therefore, the obtained results do not nec-
essarily support the hypothesis that the behavior of the melting curve of 3d
transition metals depends on the d-electron occupation as proposed in Japel
et al. (12).
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Figure 2: a) Integrated XRD patterns for increasing T around 47 GPa. The onset of
melting, characterized by the first appearance of the diffuse signal, is observed at 2951 K
(blue pattern). The diffuse scattering increases with the rising T , showing its maximum
at 3256 K (red pattern). b) Evolution of T (black points) and sample’s volume (green
empty points) during the heating ramp performed at 47 GPa. It is possible to observe
a plateau in the volumetric expansion starting between the measurement at 2860 K and
2951 K, independently confirming the onset of melting. Concerning the T evolution, it is
possible to observe a first plateau after 2500 K ascribed for this particular ramp to the
onset of fast re-crystallization. A sudden drop is observed after 3200 K, once the sample
is already molten.
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of Co as obtained in the present work compared to literature
studies. The solid-solid phase boundary reported as black dashed lines are after Yoo et
al.(30) and used here as reference. Experimentally observed solid phases are reported as
solid points: in green the hcp phase(or hcp-fcc coexistence), in blue the fcc phase. The
empty blue symbols correspond to the experimentally observed liquid points. Black solid
diamonds are used to evidence where fast re-crystallization was detected. The melting
points calculated in a P -range up to 200 GPa (and their corresponding Simon-Glatzel
curves) are reported for both PM and NM fcc-Co for comparison with the present exper-
imental points. For reference, the melting line of KCl is also reported as a dashed orange
line.
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